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Tutorial 1

Opening the black box

When you drop an electrode into the brain, you can detect the tiny electrical currents
emitted by neurons as they communicate. The currents are typically brief pulses termed
“spikes”, and it is the temporal pattern of spikes and the intervening silences that constitute the code by which neurons transmit information. Reading that code has been,
and continues to be, one of the central challenges of the field. In this tutorial you will
learn how to analyze the responses of a sensory neuron to determine what features of the
sensory stimulus trigger spikes, how variable that response is, and how much information
about stimulus features those spikes encode – in other words, how to (begin to) answer the
question, “what does this neuron do?”
You will be analyzing the responses of a neuron in extrastriate cortical area MT, a visual
area in which many neurons respond selectively to visual motion stimuli. The recording
used an extracellular electrode to detect voltage fluctuations near the membrane surface
while visual stimuli were displayed on a monitor. We have filtered that electrical signal
and isolated the action potentials (spikes) for you.
Before we start, let’s get our R environment set up. Enter the following command into
your RStudio console to set RStudio’s working directory to our workshop folder.
You can copy and paste any commands given here directly into your Console window,
or type them in yourself. Anything that comes after a # sign is what we call a comment:
we use it to clarify to users how the code works, but the # tells R to ignore it. You can
paste comments into the console without them affecting the calculations. At any time, if
you wish to clear your workspace, type in rm(list=ls()).
1

setwd("~/GitHub/BSD-QBio/Workshops/Osborne/Code")
Load the data file MTneuron.RData into R, and display its contents.
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load("../Data/MTneuron.RData")
print(ls())
You should see a data array:



RFmap





Inspect the size of RFmap.
dim(RFmap)
1

1.1

Exercise 1. Map the receptive field of a neuron in cortical area MT
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Notice that RFmap has dimensions of y–position (10) by x–position (15) by repetition
(16) by spike times (maximum number 24). We’ll explain the experiment below, but the
x,y dimensions are positions on the screen for a visual stimulus, the repeats indicate how
many times we presented the stimulus in a location, and the spikes are the time stamps
of the recorded action potentials (in milliseconds) relative to stimulus motion onset. The
motion starts at 0ms and lasts for 250 ms, so none of the numbers will be greater than 250
ms.
Neural responses are variable. Although we repeated the stimulus presentations at the
same location on the screen, for each presentation the neuron fires a different number of
spikes. Look at one entry in the array, say (3,10,16).
RFmap(3,10,16)
On this trial the neuron fired 24 spikes, which turns out to be the most it ever fired
during this experiment. If you look at a different stimulus location or different repeat, you
will see fewer numbers indicating spike times and zeros which pad the empty spaces in the
array. To count the number of spikes fired at each location and on each repeat, you need
to count the non-zero values in the array.

1.1

Exercise 1. Map the receptive field of a neuron in cortical area MT

An experimenter’s first task is to locate the neuron’s receptive field (RF) within the “visual
field” so that stimuli can be properly configured to drive the neuron. The visual field refers
to space with respect to the fovea of the retina — the sweet spot where you have the
highest density of photoreceptors and therefore the greatest spatial acuity . It is customary
to define the size of a visual image in angular units as if the eye is sitting at the center of
a sphere. One degree of visual angle is about the apparent size of your thumb if you hold
out your arm.
We searched for the location of the neuron’s RF by presenting small patches of moving
dots at different screen locations and recording the activity of the neuron. The array RFmap
represents the neuron’s response to the moving dot patterns with respect to location on
the screen. The random dot patterns moved within a 2◦ by 2◦ (square) aperture that was
positioned on a 15 x 10 grid with 2◦ spacing. The center of the screen is located at grid
position (x = 12, y = 9) with the grid position (1,1) in the upper left corner of the screen.
The entire stimulus set tiled a 30◦ by 20◦ field of view, from −22◦ to +6◦ in x and −2◦
to +16◦ in y with respect to the center of gaze. The stimulus moved for 250 ms and was
repeated 16 times at each location.
The receptive field of a neuron is usually defined as the part of the visual field to which
the neuron responds most strongly. We can determine the receptive field by counting how
many spikes the neuron fires as a function of where the stimulus is shown on the screen (the
grid positions). This exercise involves counting the spikes at each spatial location across
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all repeats. Here, we will loop through each x and y position on the grid and count the
spikes this cell fired in response to each position.
2

5

#at each grid position
for (ypos in 1:10){
for (xpos in 1:15){
# count the spikes (non−zero entries) in the 3rd (repeats) and 4th (spike times)
dimensions of RFmap
inds <- sum(RFmap[ypos,xpos, ,] !=0)
#store the sum as a function of x,y grid location
numspks[ypos, xpos] <- inds
} #don’t forget to close your loops

8

11

}

Question: Neural activity is often described by a “firing rate”, i.e. the frequency with
which spikes are generated for a particular stimulus. What is the average firing rate (i. e.
spikessecond) of the neuron?
How to plot the a 2D color density map of the neural responses: If ~x and
~y are vectors indicating locations in the stimulus grid, you can use the R command image
to plot the average spike count at each location. The command seq generates a sequence
from a minimum value, a maximum value, and an increment size.
x<- seq(-14,14,2)
y<- seq(9,-9,2)
nTrials <- dim(RFmap)[3]
4 #create a color density plot of the mean number of spikes fired per trial
image(x, y, numspks / nTrials)
1

You will get a tidier figure if you only include stimulus driven spikes, in this case, spikes
that occur later than 50ms after the onset of the stimulus. Why? This neuron, like most,
has a latency period before it will begin to fire spikes. This neuron’s latency is about 50ms.
So if you get spikes that happened later than 45ms then you are pretty sure to be counting
all of the relevant spikes and ignoring the irrelevant spikes. Run the loop above again,
using only the relevant spikes by substituting in the below code.
1

> numspks[ypos, xpos]<- sum(RFmap[ypos, xpos, , ] >45)

You might add a fixation point as well, to indicate the center of gaze and to see where
the receptive field is located with respect to the fovea. You can make the plot full-screen
by clicking the Zoom button in your Plots tab.
image(x, y, numspks / nTrials,
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Figure 1.1: The RF map using all spikes.
2

5

plot.axes={ axis(1); # plot the x−axis
axis(2); # plot the y axis
# The center of the visual field of the monkey was at (7.5, −7.5)
# Let’s put a + sign to mark the spot
points(7.5, -7.5, pch = "+", cex = 2, col = "white", font =
2)})

The script file plot_RFmap_v2.R is a complete algorithm. Consult it for help, more
comments, or run it to check your work.

1.2

Determining feature selectivity: tuning for motion direction

Many sensory neurons are “tuned” for a particular feature of a stimulus, meaning that
the firing rate changes smoothly as a function of that value. In MT, many neurons are
tuned for the direction and the speed of motion with the highest firing rate for a preferred
direction and preferred speed. We have given you data of 8 MT neurons responding to
a range of motion directions and speeds to show their direction and speed tuning. Clear
your workspace, then load the data from these neurons.
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Figure 1.2: The RF map count only spikes occurring > 45ms post stimulus onset.
rm(list=ls())
3

load("../Data/MTneurons8.RData")
print(ls())

The data array spikes contains the responses of all 8 MT neurons to motion in 24
different directions, spaced about the circle in 15◦ incremements. The visual stimulus
consisted of random patterns of dots that moved coherently (all had the same direction and
speed) in an aperture window centered on each neuron’s RF. Each trial in the experiment
consisted of a 200ms motion step in a single direction at one speed. Inspect the array
spikes to see how the data is organized.
dim(spikes)
The array spikes has the dimensions directions (24) by speeds (8) by trials (32) by
time (200 milliseconds) by cells (8). Instead of spike times as before, we now have placed
a “1” into each time bin in which a spike occurred on that trial for a specific stimulus, and
bins with no spikes indicated by a 0. The stimuli for each cell were repeated a different
number of times, so we have also included the array nReps, a vector containing the number
of repetitions recorded for each cell. If a cell was recorded for less than 32 trials, we have
padded the trials with NaN. The vectors directions and speeds contain the recorded
directions and speeds of motion, and dates contains the information of when each cell was
recorded.

1.3
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Exercise 2. Plot a direction tuning curve

Let’s start by applying the skills you learned in Exercise 1 to find the average number of
spikes fired for each motion direction from the array spikes and then plot that value as a
function of direction. The direction values are stored in the vector directions), and the
speed values are stored in the vector speeds.
Refer to plot_tunecurve_v3.R for more tips if needed.
Type
nReps[1]
to display the number of repeats for each motion direction for neuron 1. You can see
that this cell was recorded for 32 trials at each direction. Let’s collect the spikes for only
the first cell, and only on the trials that we recorded.
cellnum<-1
2 spikes_cell<-spikes[,,1:nReps[cellnum],,cellnum]
How many spikes did the cell fire on a trial to a specific stimulus? As an example, sum
the number of spikes on the first trial to direction #13 and speed #4: 15◦ , 8◦ /sec:
1

sum(spikes_cell[13,4,1,])

You should find that the cell fired 11 spikes in this time window on this trial. To
calculate the mean spike count for all directions, we sum over time, then take the mean
across trials. We use the function rowSums to sum across the 4th dimension (time) by
telling the function to keep the first three dimensions. We then can use rowMeans in a
similar fashion to take the mean along the 3rd dimension (trials):
spikecount_sum<-rowSums(spikes_cell,dims=3)
2 spikecount_mean<-rowMeans(spikecount_sum,dims=2)
You should now have an array spikecount meanwith dimensions 24 by 8, containing
mean spike count for each combination of direction and speed stimuli presented. To find the
direction tuning curve, collapse across speeds by taking the mean along the 2nd dimension,
and scale by the amount of time recorded (200ms) to get tuning in units of spikes/second.
1

mean_rates_dir<-rowMeans(spikecount_mean)*(1000/200)

# Plot the tuning curve
4 print(
plot(directions, mean_rates_dir,
xlab = ’direction (degrees)’, # x label
7
ylab = ’Average firing rate (spikes/s)’,
#set title
main = paste(’Direction tuning curve’),

1.3
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#set y axis limits to fit everything
ylim=c(0,70)
)
13 )
10

To add error bars, calculate the standard deviation across trials first. First, make an
empty vector to concatenate your standard deviation values for each direction, then add
lines indicating error bars to your plot:
sddir<-vector()
for (dir in 1:length(directions)){
#c(x,y) combines x and y into a single vector
#sd(x) calculates standard deviation of a vector
5
sddir<-c(sddir,sd(spikecount_sum[dir,,]*(1000/200) ))
}
2

#plot vertical segments of errorbars
segments(directions, mean_rates_dir-sddir,directions, mean_rates_dir+
sddir)
#width of top/bottom of errorbars
11 segwidth = 2
segments(directions- segwidth,mean_rates_dir-sddir,directions+ segwidth,
mean_rates_dir-sddir)
segments(directions- segwidth,mean_rates_dir+sddir,directions+ segwidth,
mean_rates_dir+sddir)
8

You will generate a figure that looks like this:
We call the direction that elicits the highest firing rate for the cell the “preferred
direction” of this cell. We can identify this cell’s preferred direction by identifying the
stimulus eliciting the maximum spike count:
maxdir_index<-which(mean_rates_dir==max(mean_rates_dir)
2 directions[maxdir_index]
Question: What is the background firing rate of this cell? Tip: use spikes occurring
at times earlier than 60ms after motion onset. Remember that neurons have a response
latency. For the cell you are working with now, the response latency is approximately
70ms. Spikes occurring at earlier times cannot be driven by the motion of the stimulus.
Rather, they occur from background network activity. How does the level of background
activity affect your ability to detect a motion stimulus from this neuron’s spikes?
Question: How large is the difference between the firing rate at the preferred direction
and at the opposite direction?

Exercise 3: Plot a speed tuning curve and direction-speed tuning
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Figure 1.3: The firing rate in spikes per second for each motion direction around the circle.
Markers indicate the mean over repeats, and errorbars indicate SD. Here we pooled data
with different stimulus speeds.
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This recording also includes data about this cell’s responses to speed, so we can calculate
the speed tuning in the same way as we calculated direction tuning. Notice that speed
tuning is plotted in log2 units: plotting (and sampling) in log units allows us to understand
patterns at the wide range of speeds to which MT neurons respond.
1

mean_rates_spd<-colMeans(spikecount_mean)*(1000/200)

print(
plot(log2(speeds),
mean_rates_spd,
xlab = ’log2(speed) (degrees per second)’, # x label
7
ylab = ’Average firing rate (spikes/s)’,
main = paste(’Speed tuning curve’),
ylim=c(0,80)
10
)
)
4

sdspeed<-vector()
for (speed in 1:length(speeds)){
sdspeed<-c(sdspeed,sd(spikecount_sum[,speed,]*(1000/200) ))
16 }
13
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#plot vertical segments of errorbars
19 segments(log2(speeds), mean_rates_spd-sdspeed,log2(speeds), mean_rates_
spd+sdspeed)
#width of top/bottom of errorbars
segwidth = 0.02
22 segments(log2(speeds)-segwidth,mean_rates_spd-sdspeed,log2(speeds)+
segwidth,mean_rates_spd-sdspeed)
segments(log2(speeds)-segwidth,mean_rates_spd+sdspeed,log2(speeds)+
segwidth,mean_rates_spd+sdspeed)
You may notice that the error bars are quite large, so it may seem difficult to distinguish
what speed was presented to the cell based on the cell’s firing rate. Since cells in MT
modulate their firing rates to both direction and speed, try plotting speed tuning at the
cell’s preferred direction. You can alter this code to also plot direction tuning at a single
speed to compare to direction tuning at all directions.
Here, we use the plot command points to plot the speed tuning for one direction on
the same plot as we previously plotted speed tuning for all directions. The last argument
in the print command functions to change the color.
1

mean_rates_1spd<-as.vector(spikecount_mean[13,])*(1000/200)

print(
points(log2(speeds),
mean_rates_1spd,
xlab = ’log2(speed) (degrees per second)’, # x label
7
ylab = ’Average firing rate (spikes/s)’,
main = paste(’Speed tuning curve’),
ylim=c(0,80),
10
col=’red’
)
)
4

13

#get sd again
sd1speed<-vector()
16 for (speed in 1:length(speeds)){
sd1speed<-c(sd1speed,sd(spikecount_sum[20,speed,]*(1000/200) ))
}
19

#plot vertical segments of errorbars
segments(log2(speeds), mean_rates_1spd-sd1speed,log2(speeds), mean_rates
_1spd+sd1speed,col=’red’)
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#width of top/bottom of errorbars
segwidth = 0.02
segments(log2(speeds)-segwidth,mean_rates_1spd-sd1speed,log2(speeds)+
segwidth,mean_rates_1spd-sd1speed,col=’red’)
25 segments(log2(speeds)-segwidth,mean_rates_1spd+sd1speed,log2(speeds)+
segwidth,mean_rates_1spd+sd1speed,col=’red’)
22
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Figure 1.4: Firing changes changes smoothly with speed. Black circles indicate the
direction-averaged rate. Red circles indicate firing rate for θ = 15◦
You can add more speed tuning curves at different directions to this plot to visualize
how speed tuning can change as a function of direction.
We can move one step further by plotting the two-dimensional tuning curve for this cell:
how firing rate changes as a function of both direction and speed. One easily visual way
to do so is to plot a heat map, as we did with receptive field mapping. We’ve calibrated
the colors so that blue indicates low spike counts, and red indicates high spike counts.
image(directions,log2(speeds),spikecount_mean, col=rev(rainbow(30,start
=0,end=0.7)))
A more publication-ready plotting method is the function filled. contour, which
interpolates and smooths between the sampled points.
2

filled.contour(directions,log2(speeds),spikecount_mean,nlevels=30,
plot.title = title(main = ’spike count for an MT neuron’,
xlab = ’direction (degrees)’,

1.4
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ylab = ’log(speed) (degrees per second)’,)
,
col=rev(rainbow(30,start=0,end=0.7))
)
\includegraphics[scale=0.7]{2dtunecurve}

8

\chapter{Dynamics of neural responses over time}~
11

\section{Exercise 4: Plot the firing rate as a function of time and
direction}
By summing across time, we’re losing a great deal of information that
the neuron is communicating by changing its firing rate over time. In
this exercise you will be forming a peri--stimulus time histogram (
PSTH) to visualize those changes and uncover clues to more complex
interactions between neurons.

14

\begin{figure}
\centering
17 \caption{}
\includegraphics[scale=0.7]{psth1d}
\end{figure}
20

The PSTH is the firing rate of the neuron, determined by averaging the
response across repeats of the stimulus. If you compute the PSTH for
each direction and plot what you get in direction and time, you’ll be
making this plot. In practice, you want to create an array called
PSTH that is directions (24) by time (550) (or vice versa) and use
the
\begin{ttfamily}plot\end{ttfamily} command to plot the PSTH for one
direction or the
23 \begin{ttfamily}image\end{ttfamily} to plot the result for all
directions as a 2D color density plot.
Now load data from another neuron with many repeats to see how direction
tuning changes over time.
In this experiment, the stimulus moved for the first 250ms, then stopped
moving while we continued to record the neuron’s responses for
another 300ms.
26

If you need to jump ahead or check your work, the script \verb+plot_2
Dpsth_v3.R+ for the full code.

1.4
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First, we’ll load the data and make an empty array called PSTH with
dimensions
550 (time) by 24 (directions) to fill in with the mean spike rate for
each time bin.

\begin{shortrcode}
load("../Data/MTneuron_long.RData")
maxTime<-550
35 nDirs<-length(directions)
PSTH <- array(0, c(maxTime, nDirs))
32

The array spikes long contains spikes as before: there is a 1 in any time 1–ms bin
in which a spike was fired. You should also have a variable nReps long that indicates the
number of repeats for each motion direction. Compute the PSTH, which is the neuron’s
trial–averaged response as a function of time for each motion direction.
for (n in 1:nDirs){
#average just over the actual trials for each direction, then multiply by 1000 to get
units of spikes per second
PSTH[ ,n] <- rowMeans(mydata[, n, 1:(nReps[n])])*1000
5
}
2

Now, we can display the neuron’s time-varying firing rate by plotting the PSTH at the
preferred direction. You can prove to yourself using code from earlier that direction #12
is this neuron’s preferred direction.
1

plot(PSTH[,12],
type = "l",
# plot lines instead of points for a cleaner figure
4
xlab = ’time from motion onset (ms)’, # x label
ylab = ’Average firing rate (spikes/s)’, # y label
main = paste(’PSTH of MT neuron response to ’, directions[12], ’
degrees’) #title
7 )
This neuron shows a clear preference for motion over a static stimulus. You can also
see that the neuron’s firing rate is higher at the beginning of the response, peaking around
100ms. We call that the “transient” response, and it quickly decays to a slightly lower
firing rate for the rest of the duration of the stimulus: the “sustained” response. If we
plot the PSTH for all directions on the same figure, even more interesting timing dynamics
come to light. We’ll use filled. contour again to display those.

1.5
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print(
filled.contour(1:maxTime, directions, (PSTH) * 1000,
nlevels = 30,
plot.title = title(main = ’PSTH vs direction for an MT
neuron’,
5
xlab = ’time since motion onset (ms)’),
ylab = ’direction (degrees)’,
# choose colors
8
col = rev(rainbow(28,start=0,end=2/3))
)
)
2
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Click the Zoom button at the top of your Plots tab to make this plot full-screen.
What features of the cell’s response do you see? Compare the background firing rate
(before 50ms) to the firing rate while the stimulus is on. Try plotting the PSTH for single
directions to highlight these firing rate changes.
Are there any times while the stimulus is moving, or after it stops moving, that the
firing rate appears to be lower than the background firing rate? Why might that happen?
What effect could that have on perception?
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Let’s now return to our other set of neurons modulated by directions and speeds, and apply
what we’ve seen about timing dynamics to see how direction and speed tuning change and
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interact at different points in the neural response. A trick we can use to smooth out some
of the variability in spiking behavior is to bin spikes over small time windows. We can
select specific time bins, sum spikes over those and take the mean across trials.
To simplify our computations, let’s also reshape the spikes cell array to put the time
(4th) dimension first, using the aperm function. In this way, we can easily take the
mean across trials while keeping the time dimension unaffected. A helpful R command to
quickly sum spikes in each time bin is colSums, which takes the sum of an array along its
first dimension (in this case, time), leaving us with an array of total spikes fired for each
repetition of each stimulus direction presentation. While we’re doing this, we can find out
the maximum spikes per time bin to use for our plot axis in the next step.
2

binsize<-10
spikes_rot<-aperm(spikes_cell,c(4,1,2,3))
#create this array now so you can fill it during the loop
spikect_binmean<-array(0,c(dim(spikes_rot)[1]-binsize,length(directions)
,length(speeds)))

5

for (timebin in 1:(dim(spikes_rot)[1]-binsize)){
spikect_binsum<-colSums(spikes_rot[timebin:(timebin+binsize),,,],dims
=1)
8
spikect_binmean[timebin,,]<-rowMeans(spikect_binsum,dims=2)
}
maxsps<-max(spikect_binmean)
Now we have a variable, spikect binmean , that has the mean spike count in 10–
millisecond sliding time windows for each direction and speed. We can cycle through this,
plot each time bin using filled.contour heat maps, and see the spike count change over
time.
Question: Does the preferred speed or preferred direction change over time? What
does this mean for how the brain might “read out” or interpret the activity of visual neurons
to identify the stimulus?
1

#toString to convert numbers to strings
#Sys.sleep(seconds) pauses the calculations and plotting
4 #You can speed up the animation by changing the increment value in
#
seq or by reducing the Sys.sleep time
#press the escape (esc) key to break out of the loop and animation
7

numlevels<-30
for (timebin in seq(1,(dim(spikes_rot)[1]-binsize),1)){
10
filled.contour(directions,log2(speeds),spikect_binmean[timebin,,],
levels=seq(0,maxsps,(maxsps/numlevels)),

1.5

15

plot.title = title(main = paste(’spike count from’,
toString(timebin),’to’,toString(timebin+binsize),’ms’)
,
xlab = ’direction (degrees)’,
ylab = ’log(speed) (degrees per second)’
,),
col=rev(rainbow(numlevels,start=0,end=0.7)))
Sys.sleep(0.1)

13
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}

Try using different bin sizes. At what point does it seem like there’s no change in the
dynamics over time?
Question: Consider the challenge of trying to read the spikes. The time scale over
which you count spikes will determine what you think the motion direction and speed are
when tuning is dynamic. What are the trade offs between sampling on very short (ms)
timescales vs. have a longer integration time? What if you are trying to “listen” for this
neuron in a background of noise where it is harder to resolve individual spikes? Will that
affect will that have on your choice of time bin?
You can also use the tricks from the PSTH exercise to plot just the time—direction
PSTH or the time—speed PSTH to uncover patterns in the data.
Don’t forget that there are 7 more cells in the spikes variable. You can take a look at
any of those by entering
spikes_cell<- spikes[, ,1:nReps[k] , , k]
for cell k, then running the code in this exercise, to see the variability in different cells’
timing dynamics.

Tutorial 2

The statistics of neural responses

How reliable are the neuron’s responses to repeated stimuli? If we controlled all of
the inputs to the neuron, the answer is that its outputs would be extremely reliable (e. g.
Mainen ZF, Sejnowski TJ (1995) Reliability of spike timing in neocortical neurons. Science
268: 1503-1506). Therefore, the cellular mechanism of generating spikes is not inherently
noisy. However, while recording from a neuron embedded in the brain, the responses to
repeated presentations of visual stimuli are variable because we control only a limited
number of experimental parameters that can modulate a neuron’s input. In this exercise
you will characterize the variability in an MT neuron’s response from the experimenter’s
point of view. How much of that variability constitutes noise that affects the brain’s
estimate of motion from that neuron’s responses is an open (and interesting) question.
To get a visual sense of the variability in spiking to repeated motion stimuli, run the
script plot_MTraster_v2.R to create a raster plot of the spike times on different trials for
this data set. You may be able to see patterns in the data that you didn’t see with the
PSTH in the last exercise.
Type speed< −4 (for example) to plot the raster of all directions for the 4th speed in the
list of speeds. Each row of a raster plot indicates a spike time on one stimulus presentation
with a dot or line. The rows indicate the neuron’s responses on different trials. Color
indicates the different direction values in the same order as directions. Remember that the
motion stimulus begins at time 0 and lasts for 200 ms. What is the latency of this neuron’s
response to motion? Does the latency depend on direction? What do you notice about the
variability of spiking during driven vs. spontaneous firing periods?
The time at which spikes are fired relative to the onset of visual motion varies from
trial to trial, as does the number of spikes fired. Suppose that MT neurons encode motion
direction with the number of spikes fired in a certain time window. In that case, variability in the spike count will create variability in the estimates of motion direction for any
downstream decoding of this neuron’s responses.
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Figure 2.1: Left panel: Each dot represents a spike. Each color indicates a different motion
direction. Right panel: Mean firing rate, colored to correspond to directions in left panel.
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What is the probability of observing a particular count value in a time window of duration
T , given the motion direction, θ? i. e. PT (n | θ = θi ). How does the shape of the
distribution change with direction (and thus with the average firing rate)? Choose the
preferred direction and an off-preferred direction and compare the count distributions by
making a figure: you can find these directions from the tuning curve plot you made, or the
2D PSTH plot that shows the firing rate change with direction. Choose a time window
of 200 ms from motion onset, and then try other time windows if you have time. The
objective of this exercise is to gain experience in computing a probability distribution and
to gain insight about spike count variability.
A useful R command for measuring the fraction of trials is hist(array, breaks),
which outputs a histogram, computing the number of data points contained in bins, whose
edges are defined by breaks. hist(array, breaks) returns a structure, and you will want
the variable counts within that structure, which contains the counts within each bin. To
access variables within a structure, you use the $ operator, as shown below.
#set up variables again to make sure
2 load("../Data/MTneurons8.RData")
cellnum<-1
spikes_cell<-spikes[,,1:nReps[cellnum],,cellnum]
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18

5

spikecount_sum<-rowSums(spikes_cell,dims=3)
spikehist<-array(0,c(length(directions),length(speeds),(max(spikecount_
sum)+1)))

8

#bins to separate spike count (including 0 spikes)
bin_edges<-seq(0,max(spikecount_sum)+1,1)-0.5

for (d in 1:length(directions)){
for (s in 1:length(speeds)){
#hist: defining bin edges to bin spike counts
14
#hist gives a list of components and plots histogram
#we extract ”counts” component by following hist command with $counts
#suppress plot by plot=FALSE
17
spikehist[d,s,]<-hist(spikecount_sum[d,s,],bin_edges,plot=FALSE)$
counts
}
}
11

At this point, you can compute the probability of the count given the motion direction
in your time window, i. e. PT (n | θ). The probability is like a frequency or a fraction —
how many times did you observe a count of n, out of all the repetitions?
PnGstim<-spikehist/nReps[cellnum]
Make a 1D plot of P (n | θ = θi ) (probability of observing counts of different values
given that the motion was in a particular direction, θi ) and a particular speed, v.
2

theta<-13
v<-4
print(plot(1:dim(PnGstim)[3],PnGstim[theta,v,])

Do this for the preferred direction and speed, which elicits the highest firing rate, and
an off-preferred direction with a lower firing rate. Use color or line type to denote the 2
different directions as we did before. How does the likelihood of observing a particular
count value change as a function of direction? To really visualize this you could step
through all the directions, but you will have a crowded figure unless you just choose a few!
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Spike count
Is the mapping between count and direction unique? These distributions are the answer
to the question, “Given the direction, what is the most likely spike count”. The problem
that the brain faces is better phrased, “Given the spike count, what is the most likely
direction?” That distribution is P (θ | n). We can generate this probability distribution by
taking our array spikehist for each spike count n and dividing by the number of times
any stimulus presentation resulted in that spike count.
If the cell did not fire any spikes in the repetitions recorded for a specific stimulus,
we will be dividing by zero. A safeguard against this is to add epsilon (accessed by .
Machine$double.eps ) to the denominator, which is the minimum value that can be
represented by your machine. It’s typically 2.2x10−16 , so even though it’s infinitesimally
small, it avoids the issue of dividing by zero but doesn’t affect your calculations.

3

for (n in 1:(max(spikecount_sum)+1)){
PstimGn[,,n]<-spikehist[,,n]/(sum(spikehist[,,n])+.Machine$double.eps)
}

Inspect your probability distributions by stepping through each spike count and plotting
a heat map of P (stimulus | n).
for (n in 1:(max(spikecount_sum)+1)){
2

5

filled.contour(directions,log2(speeds),PstimGn[,,n],levels=seq
(0,0.2,0.2/30),
plot.title = title(main = paste(’stimulus probability
from’,toString(n-1),’spikes’)),
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xlab = ’direction (degrees)’,
ylab = ’log(speed) (degrees per second)’
,
col=rev(rainbow(30,start=0,end=0.7))
)

8

11

20

Sys.sleep(0.1)
}

How is this affected by different spike count binning (change bin edges argument in
the histogram)? Consider that a √
stimulus that elicits 10 spikes on average would also have
a standard deviation (SD) of ± 10 = 3 spikes. What might happen with bin edges of
[0,2,4,7,10,14,18,22,27,32], so that bin size increases proportional to the SD?
A legitimate complaint at this point would be that the brain can use a large population
of neurons to generate estimates, so we may want to evaluate our uncertainty of estimating
the stimulus when we use multiple cells. Use the below code to repeat the process above
for all cells in the spikes array.
numcells<-8
3 spikecount_sum_allcells<-array(0,c(length(directions),length(speeds),max
(nReps),numcells))
spikecount_mean_allcells<-array(0,c(length(directions),length(speeds),
numcells))
for (cellnum in 1:numcells){
spikes_cell<-spikes[,,1:nReps[cellnum],,cellnum]
spikecount_sum_allcells[,,1:nReps[cellnum],cellnum]<-rowSums(spikes_
cell,dims=3)
9
spikecount_mean_allcells[,,cellnum]<-rowMeans(spikecount_sum_allcells
[,,1:nReps[cellnum],cellnum],dims=2)
}
6

12

bin_edges<-seq(0,max(spikecount_sum_allcells)+1,1)-0.5
spikehist_allcells<-array(0,c(length(directions),length(speeds),length(
bin_edges)-1,numcells))
PstimGn_allcells<-array(0,c(length(directions),length(speeds),length(bin
_edges)-1,numcells))

15

for (cellnum in 1:numcells){
#calculate histograms
18
for (d in 1:length(directions)){
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21

for (s in 1:length(speeds)){
spikehist_allcells[d,s,,cellnum]<-hist(spikecount_sum_allcells[d,s
,1:nReps[cellnum],cellnum],bin_edges,plot=FALSE)$counts
}

21

}
#normalize for each spike count bin
for (n in 1:dim(spikehist_allcells)[3]){
PstimGn_allcells[,,n,cellnum]<-spikehist_allcells[,,n,cellnum]/(sum(
spikehist_allcells[,,n,cellnum])+.Machine$double.eps)
}
Sys.sleep(1)

24

27

}
What are the relative probabilities for the estimate of a stimulus given the response
from all cells? Try direction index 16, speed index 4 as an example. Step through cells to
combine the P ({θ, v} | n) distributions for the (rounded) mean spike count for each cell.
The cell-averaged distribution is P (stimulus estimated | stimulusa ctual). You can also
wrap this code in for loops to cycle through the direction and speed indices and watch
how the variance of the estimate changes.
Question: How much is the estimate variance affected by the preferred directions
and speeds of cells we have sampled? Which neurons are the most and least informative
about the stimulus? What does this suggest about integration of spikes across a pool of
neurons in the brain?
#for each stimulus value, make empty stimprob_estim to generate distribution
stimprob_estim<-array(0,c(length(directions),length(speeds)))
for (cellnum in 1:numcells){
5
spikect_estim<-round(spikecount_mean_allcells[dirindex,spdindex,
cellnum])
if (sum(PstimGn_allcells[,,spct_est,cellnum])>0){
stimprob_estim<-stimprob_estim+PstimGn_allcells[,,spikect_
estim,cellnum]
8
}
}
2

11

14

stimprob_estim<- stimprob_estim/sum(stimprob_estim) #normalization
filled.contour(directions,log2(speeds),stimprob_estim,levels=
seq(0,max(stimprob_estim),max(stimprob_estim)/30),
plot.title = title(main = ’stimulus probability’),
xlab = ’direction (degrees)’,
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22

ylab = ’log(speed) (degrees per second)’,
col=rev(rainbow(30,start=0,end=0.7))

17

)
20

Sys.sleep(1)
How do these estimates change depending on how much of the response you use? Go
back to your array spikecount sum and run through this code again while only using
the transient response, for example. Is there much difference in your ability to estimate
the stimulus as time elapses and more spikes are available?

